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Abstract: Chlorpyrifos (CPF) is widely used in the prevention and control of crop pests and diseases in
agriculture. However, the irrational utilization of pesticides not only causes environmental pollution
but also threatens human health. Compared with the conventional techniques for the determination
of pesticides in soil, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) has shown great potential in
ultrasensitive and chemical analysis. Therefore, this paper reported a simple method for synthesizing
gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) with different sizes used as a SERS substrate for the determination of
CPF residues in soil for the first time. The results showed that there was a good linear correlation
between the SERS characteristic peak intensity of CPF and particle size of the AuNPs with an R2

of 0.9973. Moreover, the prepared AuNPs performed great ultrasensitivity, reproducibility and
chemical stability, and the limit of detection (LOD) of the CPF was found to be as low as 10 µg/L.
Furthermore, the concentrations ranging from 0.01 to 10 mg/L were easily observed by SERS with
the prepared AuNPs and the SERS intensity showed a good linear relationship with an R2 of 0.985.
The determination coefficient (Rp2) reached 0.977 for CPF prediction using the partial least squares
regression (PLSR) model and the LOD of CPF residues in soil was found to be as low as 0.025 mg/kg.
The relative standard deviation (RSD) was less than 3.69% and the recovery ranged from 97.5 to 103.3%.
In summary, this simple method for AuNPs fabrication with ultrasensitivity and reproducibility
confirms that the SERS is highly promising for the determination of soil pesticide residues.

Keywords: chlorpyrifos; pesticide residues in soil; gold nanoparticles; particle size; surface-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy; partial least squares regression

1. Introduction

Chlorpyrifos (CPF) is one of the most widely-used organophosphate pesticides that can effectively
control a variety of pests, including fungi, viruses, insects and weeds [1,2]. However, the long-term
application and even abuse of pesticides results in large-scale and severe soil pollution, which
endangers soil organisms and plant growth, destroys soil biodiversity and threatens human health [3–5].
Considering the overdose and toxicity of CPF pesticides in agriculture, it is crucial to conduct the
efficient determination of CPF residues in soil and other agricultural products. Generally, the limits
of detection (LODs) of pesticides in soil are usually at the trace level (mg/kg) or ultra-trace level
(µg/kg). In addition, the current methods for detecting pesticides in soil are mainly based on liquid
chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS) [6], gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS) [7]
and gas chromatography (GC) [8]. Although these methods achieve high sensitivities, they are limited
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by the complicated sample processing, time-consuming detection, expensive reagents and inconvenient
instruments [9]. By contrast, spectroscopy techniques have shown great potential in the rapid and online
detection of pesticide residues. Some studies such as [10] and [11] have used near infrared reflectance
spectroscopy (NIRS) and ultrasensitive fluorescent sensors to detect organochlorine pesticides, and the
LODs of pesticides detected by NIRS were high.

Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is an extension of normal Raman spectroscopy
that relies on the electronic and chemical interactions between the excitation laser, analyte of interest,
and SERS substrate [12]. Due to the presence of intense electromagnetic fields localized at the
metal surface where molecules are adsorbed, the single aerosol particles on or near the surface of
plasmonic nanostructures will attain enhanced factors up to six orders of magnitude [13]. Furthermore,
as a powerful spectroscopic technology, it has attracted great attention based on its ultrasensitive
and unmarked chemical analysis [14]. The success of SERS is highly dependent on the interaction
between the surface of plasmonic nanostructures and adsorbed molecules [15,16]. In recent decades,
metal nanometer materials, such as gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) and
copper nanoparticles (CuNPs), have been widely reported as SERS-active substrates [17,18]. With the
development of SERS substrates, the investigations of SERS based on AuNPs and AgNPs for CPF
determination have been reported in many previous studies. It can be seen from Table 1 that AuNPs
have been widely used as SERS substrates to detect CPF with LODs generally at the mg/kg level.
Although the mentioned results enrich the synthesis method of SERS substrates, these methods
still have some shortcomings. Firstly, due to the size and aggregation of AuNPs affected by the
concentration of reactants and other conditions, the relationship between SERS sensitivity and the
particle size of AuNPs was not elaborated. Secondly, the nanoparticle synthesis procedures, such as
nanoimprint, require precise and expensive instruments. Therefore, in order to realize the application
and promotion of the SERS technique in pesticide residue detection, it is very important to develop a
simple method for synthesizing highly sensitive, reproducible and inexpensive SERS substrates.

Table 1. Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) investigations for the detection of chlorpyrifos (CPF).

Base Substrate Synthetic Procedure Particle Size LOD Ref.

Apple Au@AgNPs Na3C6H5O7/HAuCl4/C6H8O6/AgNO3 45 nm 0.14 µg/cm2 [19]

Rice OTR202 No description 50 nm 0.506 mg/L [20]

Apple AuNPs No description - 0.13 mg/kg [21]

Peel AuNPs HAuCl4 (100 mL, 2.5 × 10−4 M)/Na3C6H5O7 (5 mL, 1%) 25 nm 3.51 ng/cm2 [22]

Water AuNPs K2CO3 (1 mL, 0.2 M)/HAuCl4 (25 mL, 2.5 × 10−4 M)/NH2OH·HCl
(1 mL, 10.0 mM)

80 nm 10−6 M [23]

Apple Ag2O@AgNPs SiO2 wafers/Ar plasma/physical vapor deposition/PMMA film 80 nm 10−7 M [24]

Apple AgNPs AgNO3 (4 mL, 1.0 mM)/NaBH4 (2.0 mM, 10 mL) - 0.01 mg/L [2]

Apple AgNPs HOH3Cl/NaOH (1.5 × 102 mol/L, 10 mL)/AgNO3 (1.11 × 103 mol/L, 90 mL) - 64 µg/kg [25]

Apple AuNPs No description 20 nm 2.64 mg/cm2 [26]

In this study, we described a simple method for synthesizing ultrasensitive and reproducible
AuNPs with different particle sizes as SERS substrates. The main characteristics are as follows. Firstly,
we investigated the relationship between AuNP particle size and the SERS signal intensity at 529, 560,
610, 674, 1100 and 1270 cm−1 of the CPF molecule. Secondly, we applied the SERS technique for the
determination of CPF in soil for the first time. Using the prepared AuNP substrate, the SERS signals of
CPF were qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed. The LOD was estimated to be as low as 10 µg/L.
Thirdly, we established the partial least squares regression (PLSR) model between SERS spectra of CPF
in soil and CPF concentration. Overall, it is believed that the prepared AuNP substrate is an excellent
substrate for sensitive SERS spectroscopy of a class of chemical molecules and can provide a theoretical
basis and technical support for the determination of pesticide residues in soil, which is favorable for
soil remediation and environmental protection.
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2. Results and Discussion

2.1. SERS Signal Enhancement Based on Different AuNP Substrates

In this paper, a 10 mg/L solution of CPF (C9H11Cl3NO3PS) was chosen to estimate the SERS activity
and stability of different AuNP substrates. Moreover, for confirming the accuracy of SERS spectra,
the Raman spectral simulations were carried out based on density functional theory (DFT) with the
assistance of Gaussian v.09 software [27]. The SERS spectra of CPF at 10 mg/L with the different AuNPs
is shown in Figure 1A. The Raman spectral simulation with DFT calculations, the Raman spectra
of CPF powder, the SERS spectra of CPF and Raman spectra of acetonitrile are shown in Figure 1B.
In addition, the vibrational mode of the various peaks of CPF is shown in Table 2. It can be clearly seen
in Figure 1B that, except for 922 and 1374 cm−1 assigned to acetonitrile, the SERS characteristic peaks
were basically consistent with those of CPF powder calculated by DFT, which indicated that the SERS
spectra were accurate and reliable.
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Figure 1. (A) The surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) spectra of 10 mg/L chlorpyrifos
(CPF) performed with gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) with different amounts of Na3C6H5O7: (a) 0.5 mL
Na3C6H5O7; (b) 1 mL Na3C6H5O7; (c) 2 mL Na3C6H5O7; (d) 3 mL Na3C6H5O7; (e) 4 mL Na3C6H5O7.
(B) The Raman spectral simulation with density functional theory (DFT) calculations: (a) the Raman
spectra of CPF powder; (b) the SERS spectra of CPF; (c) the Raman spectra of acetonitrile.

Table 2. The vibrational mode of various peaks for CPF.

DFT (cm−1) CPF Powder (cm−1) SERS (cm−1) Assignment

523 530 (w) 529 (s) υ (P–O)
562 566 (m) 566 (w) υ (P=S) + υ (C–Cl)
634 630 (vs) 610 (vs) υbreathe + υ (P=S) + υ (C–Cl)
670 676 (s) 674 (s) υring + δ (C–Cl)
950 969 (m) 964 (vw) υ (P–O–C)
1119 1100 (s) 1100 (m) δ (CH3)
1243 1237(s) - υring + υ (C=N)
1283 1277 (s) 1270 (m) δ (CH3)

vs = very strong; s = strong; m = medium; w = weak; υ = stretching; δ = deformable vibration.

As shown in Figure 1A, when the amount of Na3C6H5O7 increased from 0.5 to 4 mL, the Raman
signals decreased sharply and there was only a faint signal when the amount of Na3C6H5O7 was 4 mL.
In the case of AuNPs with 0.5 mL Na3C6H5O7 added, the Raman signal was markedly enhanced and
the intensities of the characteristic peaks of the CPF molecule at 529, 610 and 674 cm−1 were higher than
others. A possible explanation was that the C–Cl and P=S groups performed good affinity for AuNPs,
resulting in the higher intensity of the Raman signal. The characteristic peaks at 529 and 610 cm−1
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were assigned to the P=S and C–Cl stretching vibration, and the characteristic peak at 674 cm−1 was
assigned to the benzene ring and C–Cl stretching vibration, which were in good agreement with
previous studies [26].

2.2. Surface Morphology and Optical Absorption of AuNP Substrates

In order to investigate the relationship between the characteristics and optical absorption properties
of AuNPs and SERS signals, the representative transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images
(Figure 2a–e) and UV–vis spectrometry (Figure 2f) of AuNPs samples were obtained, respectively.
The physical properties of AuNPs are shown in Table 3, where v, αm, λm and r/nm, represent the
amount of trisodium citrate, AuNP absorbance at the absorption peak, the AuNPs absorption peak
wavelength and AuNP particle size, respectively.
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Figure 2. Representative transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of AuNPs with 0.5 mL
Na3C6H5O7 (a), 1 mL Na3C6H5O7 (b), 2 mL Na3C6H5O7 (c), 3 mL Na3C6H5O7 (d), and 4 mL
Na3C6H5O7 (e), respectively. (f) The UV–vis spectrometry of AuNPs.

Table 3. Physical parameters of AuNPs and peak intensities.

Sample av/mL αm λm/nm r/nm

a 0.5 0.893 528 42
b 1 0.974 526 25
c 2 0.934 525 14
d 3 0.935 521 11
e 4 0.982 519 13

av: the amount of trisodium citrate; αm: AuNP absorbance at the absorption peak; λm: the AuNPs absorption peak
wavelength; r: AuNP particle size.

As can be seen, the amount of Na3C6H5O7 showed a marked influence on the diameter as well
as the optical absorption properties of AuNPs. With the increase of Na3C6H5O7 from 0.5 to 4 mL,
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the average diameter of AuNP particles decreased from 40 to 11 nm and then increased to 13 nm,
the absorbance wavelength was decreased from 528 to 519 nm, and AuNP absorbance at the absorption
peak increased from 0.893 to 0.982. The blueshift of the maximum peak of AuNPs demonstrated the
successful synthesis of AuNPs. When 0.5 mL trisodium citrate was added, the diameter of AuNPs was
larger. This may have been due to the fact that when the concentration of C6H5O3−

7 was low (0.5 mL)
and the concentration of AuCl−4 was high, the surface potential difference of Au0 adsorbed little AuCl−4
and the surface potential difference of particles was small, which resulted in AuNPs with a relatively
large diameter. When 3 mL trisodium citrate was added, AuCl−4 was reacted exactly to Au0. Therefore,
AuNPs with the same charge were mutually exclusive based on the electrostatic interaction, resulting
in the AuNPs with good dispersion and a diameter of 11 nm. When 4 mL trisodium citrate was
added, the agglomeration between the particles was obvious. The reason for this may due to the high
concentration of Na+, which was easy to neutralize with the negative charge of C6H5O3−

7 adsorbed on
the surface of AuNPs, which made the AuNPs aggregate and the particle size increased slightly.

2.3. The Relationship between AuNPs Size and SERS Signal Intensity

The previous studies have demonstrated that aggregated AuNPs could greatly enhance the
SERS signal intensity to detect individual molecules. However, the formation of plasmonic near-field
“hot spots” were typically achieved in an uncontrollable way with a low spatial density and uneven
distribution [28]. In order to conduct a quantitative analysis on the size and density of AuNPs,
the relationship between the AuNP size and the SERS signal intensities at 529, 560, 610, 674, 1100 and
1270 cm−1 of the CPF molecule were established.

As shown in Figure 3, with the increase of Na3C6H5O7 from 0.5 to 4 mL, the SERS intensity of
CPF at 529, 560, 610, 674, 1100 and 1270 cm−1 decreased gradually. There were good linear correlations
between the SERS characteristic peak intensity at 529, 560, 610, 674, 1100 and 1270 cm−1 of the
CPF molecule and AuNP diameters with an R2 of 0.9913, 0.8200, 0.9778, 0.9727, 0.8197 and 0.9655,
respectively. In addition, the value of R2 reached 0.9973 between the sum of the SERS characteristic
peak intensities and AuNP diameters. The reason might be that when the AuNP diameters were the
largest (42 nm in this study), the electric field force among the AuNPs was the strongest and the effects
of “hot spots” among the largest AuNPs also reached the strongest, resulting in the strongest SERS
signal of CPF [29]. In further study, the AuNPs prepared by 0.5 mL trisodium citrate with a good
enhancement effect were selected as the SERS substrates to detect CPF residues in soil.
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2.4. Quantitative SERS Determination of CPF

To investigate the sensitivity and stability of the prepared AuNPs (42 nm) substrates prepared by
0.5 mL trisodium citrate for the determination of CPF, the representative SERS spectra of CPF solutions
at different concentrations ranging from 0.01 to 10 mg/L were obtained (Figure 4a).
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Although the Raman intensity largely decreased with dilution of the CPF solution, it was also
found that the characteristic peaks at 530, 560, 610, 674 cm−1 of the CPF molecules were still identified
even when the CPF solution concentration was as low as 10 µg/L. For the quantitative determination
of CPF, the linear fit with error bars based on seven spectra was used and the value of R2 reached
0.985, which was shown in Figure 4b. It was proved that the synthetic AuNP with ultra-sensitivity and
reproducibility was a good SERS substrate for CPF detection. Compared with the results obtained by
Qin et al. [23] with the LOD of 0.35 mg/kg, the LOD of CPF was greatly enhanced in this study.

2.5. Quantitative Determination of CPF Residues in Soil

The complexity of the soil matrix, such as organic matter, fat and total nitrogen, makes it difficult
to detect CPF residues in soil using SERS. In this study, to investigate the feasibility of the AuNP
substrate for the detection of CPF in soil, CPF solutions with different concentrations ranging from
0 to 10 mg/L were added to the soil and the CPF residues were extracted from the soil according to
QuEChERS method. The representative 500–1400 cm−1 SERS spectra of 83 samples are shown in
Figure 5a,b and the corresponding concentrations from low to high are given in Table S1.

It can be clearly seen that there was a baseline shift in the original spectra of CPF in soil (Figure 5a).
Following the baseline correction (BC), with an increase of CPF concentration in soil from 0.025 to
9.54 mg/kg, the intensity of CPF characteristic peaks at 529, 610 and 674 cm−1 increased gradually
(Figure 5c), which indicated that the SERS technique could be used for the quantitative determination
of CPF in soil, and the characteristic peaks located at 529, 610 and 674 cm−1 of CPF molecules were still
identified even when the solution concentration was as low as 0.025 mg/kg below the national standard
for soil environmental quality (0.05 mg/kg). However, there is still room for the improvement of LOD
for reaching the µg/kg level. For the quantitative detection of CPF in soil, the linear fit calibration
curves based on 83 spectra were used and the value of R2 at 529, 610 and 674 cm−1 intensity reached
0.9286, 0.9327 and 0.9393, respectively (Figure 5d). The results proved that CPF residues in soil could
be quantitatively determined by the SERS technique. Moreover, it can be seen that the R2 of CPF in soil
at 529, 610 and 674 cm−1 were lower than the CPF in different concentrations. This might due to the
influence of soil background matrix.
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2.6. PLSR Models for Predicting CPF Residues in Soil

In order to improve the detection accuracy, the PLSR prediction model was established based
on the full spectra. The SERS spectra of 83 samples were obtained and then pretreated with the BC,
Savitzky–Golay smoothing (S-G), 1st-Derivative (1st-Der), multiplicative scatter correction (MSC) and
standard normal variation (SNV) respectively, and then modeled by PLSR. The sample set portioning
based on the joint x–y distance (SPXY) [30] method was used to separate the soil samples into calibration
set and validation set at a ratio of 2:1. The performances of the PLSR models based on full spectra
with different pretreatments are shown in Table 4, and the optimum performances of the PLSR models
based on full spectra are shown in Figure 6.

Firstly, for CPF concentrations in soil, the PLSR model based on the full spectra performed a better
predictive capability than the model established on the Raman intensity of the characteristic peaks
at 529, 610 and 674 cm−1. The reason for this might be that the PLSR model had the advantages of
robustness and flexibility in dealing with a large amount of redundant spectral data. Secondly, from the
perspective of the modeling results before BC processing, it can be seen that when the SERS spectra
were processed with MSC, the prediction accuracy and stability of the PLSR model was optimum with
an R2C of 0.947, R2P of 0.962 and residual prediction deviation (RPD) of 4.72. A possible explanation is
that MSC could eliminate the effect of uneven sample distribution and filling density, which improved
the spectral resolution, and reduced the standard deviation between samples for quantitative analysis.
However, when the SERS spectra were processed after BC and then processed by SNV, the predictive
capability decreased sharply with an R2C of 0.947 for calibration set and R2P of 0.930 for prediction set.
The reason for this could be that the baseline drift with different concentrations of pesticide residues in
soil was over-averaged. In general, the PLSR model of the SERS spectra of CPF in soil processed with
BC and S-G smoothing achieved the best prediction effect with an R2P of 0.977 and an RPD of 4.78.
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Table 4. The performances of the partial least squares regression (PLSR) models based on full spectra
with different pretreatments.

Baseline Pretreatment
Calibration Prediction

R2C RMSEC R2P RMSEP RPD

Before

S-G a 0.943 0.617 0.954 0.637 4.07
1st-Der 0.945 0.536 0.960 0.684 3.96

MSC 0.947 0.684 0.962 0.528 4.72
SNV 0.947 0.698 0.959 0.495 5.00

After

S-G 0.974 0.437 0.977 0.484 4.78
1st-Der 0.974 0.469 0.973 0.432 5.81

MSC 0.960 0.601 0.940 0.502 4.06
SNV 0.965 0.550 0.930 0.577 3.56

a SG, Savitzky–Golay smoothing; MSC, multiplicative scatter correction; SNV, standard normal variation; 1st-Der,
1st-Derivative; R2C and R2P, coefficients of determination for calibration and prediction sets, respectively; RMSEC and
RMSEP, root mean square errors of calibration and prediction sets, respectively; RPD, residual prediction deviation.
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2.7. Model Accuracy Verification

To verify the accuracy of the determination method of soil pesticide residue performed in this
study, CPF (0.6, 4 and 8 mg/L) were added and mixed with soil. Each concentration contained three
samples. Second, all the samples were detected by ultra high-performance liquid chromatography
(UHPLC) and SERS. Third, the linear regression equations at 674 cm−1 and PLS model were used to
predict the CPF pesticides in soil, respectively. Table 5 presents the results between the real value and
predicted value of CPF pesticides in soil.

Table 5. The precision and accuracy for the determination of CPF pesticides in soil.

Model Added (mg/L) UHPLC (mg/L)
Mean + SD

Predicted (mg/L)
Mean + SD

a RSD (%) Recovery (%)

674 cm−1
0.6 0.562 ± 0.056 0.53 ± 0.032 9.20 88.3
4 3.52 ± 0.158 3.36 ± 0.231 8.23 84.0
8 7.63 ± 0.173 7.75 ± 0.229 7.56 94.5

PLS
0.6 0.56 ±0.056 0.58 ± 0.027 3.52 97.5
4 3.52 ± 0.158 4.13 ± 0.157 3.69 103.3
8 7.63 ± 0.173 7.83 ± 0.210 2.23 97.8

a SD, standard deviation; RSD, relative standard deviation.
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According to Table 5, the CPF pesticides in soil could be predicted better using the PLSR model
than using the linear regression equations at 674 cm−1. The relative standard deviation (RSD) was
less than 9.20 and 3.69% for three added concentrations in the two models, respectively. In addition,
the recovery % was in the range of 84.0–94.5% and 97.5–103.3%. It is further demonstrated that the
application of the SERS technique for the determination of soil pesticide residue is reliable and effective,
which shows great potential in the pesticide residue detection of soil.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Chemicals and Instruments

In this experiment, CPF (C9H11Cl3NO3PS, 99.5% purity, Chemical Reagent Beijing Co., Ltd., Beijing,
China), acetonitrile (C2H3N), chloroauric acid (HAuCl4), trisodium citrate (Na3C6H5O7), sodium
chloride (NaCl), anhydrous sodium acetate (NaC2H3O2), magnesium sulfate (MgSO4·7H2O), C18 and
graphite carbon black (Analytical Purity, Chemical Reagent Beijing Co., Ltd., Beijing, China) were used
as chemical reagents. A Raman spectrometer equipped with a 785-nm laser (Opto Trace Technologies,
Inc., Suzhou, China) was used to obtain the SERS spectra. Optical absorption measurements of
AuNPs were carried out by a TU-1901 Ultraviolet Spectrophotometer (Beijing General Instrument Co.,
Ltd., Beijing, China). Morphological features of the prepared AuNPs structures were characterized
with TEM (Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). CPF residues in soil were detected using Agilent 1290
Ultra High-Performance Liquid Chromatography instrument (UHPLC, Agilent Technology Co., Ltd.,
Santa Clara, CA, USA).

3.2. Synthesis of Gold Nanoparticles

In this study, the synthesis of AuNPs at different Na3C6H5O7 concentrations was initiated by the
rapid addition of 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 4 mL of 1% Na3C6H5O7 into 100 mL boiling HAuCl4 at a concentration
of 0.01%, respectively. The solution was then heated and stirred continuously for 20 min at the boiling
state, respectively. Finally, the prepared gold colloid was placed in a brown jar and stored in dark at
room temperature.

3.3. Treatment of Soil Samples Containing CPF Residues

The experimental acidic red soil samples were collected from Lishui City, Zhejiang province, China.
Firstly, the soil samples were naturally dried and then sieved with a 0.028-mm mesh. Then, different
concentrations of CPF ranging from 0 to 10 mg/L were mixed with the soil and air-dried. The method
used to extract CPF residues from soil is referred to as QuEChERS [31]. The specific process was as
follows. First, 5 mL ultra-pure water was mixed with 10 g soil sample and vortexed for 30 s. Second,
10 mL of 1% acetonitrile was added and vortexed at 400 r/min for 3 min and then 2 min ultrasonic
oscillation. Third, the sample was left for 15 min, and then 4 g NaC2H3O2 and 3 g NaCl were added.
The mixed solution had a vortex at 400 r/min for 1 min and centrifugal operation at 5000 r/min for
5 min. Fourth, 1.5 mL supernatant, 50 mg N-propyl ethylenediamine (PSA), 10 mg graphite carbon
black, 150 mg magnesium sulfate and 50 mg C18 were added. The supernatant was then centrifuged
for 1 min to remove carbohydrates, proteins, fats and other substances. Finally, the solution was
centrifuged for 5 min at 5000 r/min and then the supernatant was obtained through a 0.22-µm organic
film for SERS measurement and the UHPLC test.

3.4. UHPLC Measurement

A UHPLC instrument (Agilent 6410, Agilent Technologies Co., Ltd., Santa Clara, CA, USA)
equipped with a column thermostat, an autosampler, a diode array detector and a degasser unit was
used to measure CPF samples to validate the SERS method. The analytical column (Agilent ZORBAX
SB-C18, 150 mm × 2.1 mm × 3.5 µm) was kept at 30 ◦C and the elution was operated at 300 nm with a
mixture of methanol and water at a ratio of 1:1 and at a flow rate of 0.3 mL/min.
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3.5. SERS Measurement

All the Raman spectra of CPF in powder and SERS measurements were conducted by an
RmTracer-200-HS portable Raman spectrometer system combined with a 785-nm excitation wavelength
diode-stabilized stimulator and the acquisition time was 10 s with 3 accumulations.

3.6. Modeling Methods

The SERS spectra of CPF samples are greatly interfered with by the fluorescence background. It is
critical to remove the fluorescence background from the Raman signals to accurately analyze SERS
spectral data. In the present study, in order to investigate the SERS determination of CPF based on
AuNPs, each original SERS spectrum was processed by 5 points smoothing filtering using S-G [32] and
then BC treatment. For a better quantitative SERS determination of CPF residues in soil in the PLSR
model, each original SERS spectrum was processed by 5 points smoothing filtering using S-G and BC,
and then pretreated with 1st-Der [33], MSC, SNV [34], respectively.

3.7. Spectral Preprocessing Methods

PLSR has been widely applied in data analysis because of its robustness and flexibility in dealing
with large amount of redundant spectral data [35]. In PLSR, the spectral matrix was decomposed,
the main principal components were acquired, and then each principal component contribution which
was identified by the cross-validation root mean square error was calculated. In this study, to establish
the PLSR model, the SERS spectral data was X and the CPF concentration tested by UHPLC was Y.

3.8. Model Evaluation Index

In the PLSR model, the degree of affinity among variables is expressed by the determinant
coefficient (R2), the degree of accuracy is expressed by the root mean square error (RMSE), and the
stability and predictive ability is expressed by the RPD. The closer the R2 is to 1, the lower the RMSE,
and the higher the RPD (at least greater than 3) [36], the better the accuracy, stability and predictive
ability of the model. In this study, all above-mentioned data analyses were based on OMNIC v8.2
(Thermo, Nicolet, MA, USA), MATLAB R2014a (Natick, MA, USA) and Gaussian v.09 (Gaussian, Inc.,
Wallingford, CT, USA).

4. Conclusions

In this study, we initially described a simple method for preparing ultrasensitive and reproducible
AuNPs with different sizes for the quantitative determination of CPF in soil. Furthermore,
the relationship between the SERS characteristic peak intensity of the CPF molecule and AuNP
diameter in the range of 10–50 nm was investigated. More specifically, the SERS technique could be
applied to effectively detect CPF pesticides in soil and the LOD reached 0.025 mg/kg, which is below
the national standard for soil environmental quality (0.05 mg/kg). Also, the predictive capability of the
PLS model was better than that of the single variable model. It is believed that the prepared AuNP is an
excellent substrate for the sensitive SERS determination of pesticide residues in soil, which is favorable
for soil remediation and environmental protection. However, there is still room for the practical
application of SERS technology in soil pesticide residue detection, for example, the improvement of
the SERS sensitivity, and the improvement of LOD for reaching the µg/kg level.
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